Commandment From The Founder

We are building our Institute as an ideal family, the RKG PARJWAR where members strive for the development, well being and promotion of each other.

From the desk of DDG & Chief Vigilance Officer

I felt immensely pleased to visit the Institute & witness the enthralling performances by the talented students. The Institute is extremely well managed and has done a commendable job in a short span of five years. I convey my best wishes to all for this stellar festive season. My heartfelt congratulations to the editorial team for their efforts.

Ms. Anju Nigam
DDG (Vigilance) & Chief Vigilance officer
Deptt. of Posts, Government of India

From the desk of Editor-in-Chief

hato va prapvasy atvam
jita va bhokshya mahina
tasmad ustittha kaunteya
yuddhaya karta-nisacaya

It suggests never to give in, no matter how great the odd stacked against and no matter the how overwhelming the prospect of defeat be.

Good and evil. It's a rather relative concept. After all one man's freedom fighter is another man's terrorist. But let's not go into the socio psychological intricacies of these concepts for now and take them as a whole. If we strip them down we come to the basic idea of Right and wrong, and... in core to our heart, we identify Good and evil categorically. For thousands of years now we have seen the same fight. We have seen the Good side win some wars and the bad/evil get away with some battles. Ramayan to mahabharat and every other epic story, our fairy tales and Robinhood stories, we come across in between has the same plot. And albeit the same ending. The triumph of good over bad.

We must stop here and question ourselves. What is the Good side doing that it always winds up winning at the end? The Answer. They do what is the right thing to do and not what they want to do. There's a plethora of differences between the two for sure and they conflict often, and during this conflict can one realize that the fight between good and evil may rage on in the world outside and around us but it also wages within us. This is 'Samudra Manthan'.

Today we face times where the very core of beliefs could be shaken out of any individual regardless of how strong his convictions and how headstrong he is. None of us can hit as hard as life, we can try, to be strong to take the blow and continue on... but the world today is very cruel mean place and it will kick you to the ground and keep you there if you let it. The fight... that each one of us face is not to hit back, its not about retaliating but about keep moving forward. That's how winning is done.

Dr Neeta Awasthy

A 'No' uttered from the deepest conviction is better than a 'Yes' merely uttered to please, or worse, to avoid trouble - Mahatma Gandhi.
RAJ KUMAR GOEL ENGINEERING COLLEGE, PILKHUWA

One day Industrial visit to Elin Electronics Ghaziabad

Mechanical department organized an industrial visit for Mechanical Engineering III year students at Elin Electronics Ghaziabad on 11 September 2013. The company makes Electric drives like Universal motors and its sub-assemblies. The students explored the working of Electric press, Hydraulic press, Injection molding, CMM (co-ordinate measuring machine) and also got to see the Assembly lines and Die maintenance, modern technologies and safety measures.

Vishwakarma Puja

The 17 September 2013 was marked as the celebration of Vishwakarma Puja in the College. Students prepared hand-made posters & other craft specimens. The students constructed & decorated a small temple for lord Vishwakarma. The Puja started at 10.30 a.m. and ended up with "havan" & distribution of "prasad". The puja was witnessed by Dr. Luxman Prasad, Director, R&D, Dr. Ashish Soti, Director, HODs of all the departments, faculty members & Staff of the college. The conduction of the Puja every year in the college makes the youngsters aware of the importance of this particular culture which is followed in our country from ancient times.

The Fifth SPEED –JUCEE Workshop

A group of students of third year CS Branch have attended a two-day workshop held on 29-30 August at JRE College (Greater Noida). The fifth SPEED-JUCEE workshop was planned with the motto “THINK GLOBALY ACT LOCALY”. This workshop was organized especially for engineering students of various states to make them learn the algorithm of solving problems whether educational or industrial. Mr Rohit Kandakatta and Mr Dinesh Balajee, Vice President SPEED, JUCEE endowed the participants with various methods of solving problems. In this two days workshop the students actively participated in different group activities and projects. The students Anand Mohan Jha (CS), Narendra (IT), Ajeet (CS) and Ajeet (ME) successfully participated under the guidance of Mr. Himanshu Tripathi, CO-CHAIRMAN, SAC.

Freshers’ Party 2013

To accomplish a soothing environment and to set up the crynism among RKGECians, a “TazaaMulaqaat” was organized on 7 September 13 at RKGEC campus. The festival was a blend of the co-operation and good will of seniors towards their juniors and the reflection of the enthusiasm and craze of fresher towards their seniors. Concluding all aspects, it was a warm welcome to freshers to college life. With the guidance of Dr R V S Bhadouria, Mr Himanshu Tripathi and Mr Shishir Mehrotra students of second year from all branches shaped up their imaginations through various cultural activities including melodious songs, dances in fusion, skit, and entertaining mimicry and above all a dashing ramp walk to search out Mr & Ms freshers of 2013. Finally Ms Aditi of EC Branch and Tushar from ME Branch got these bouncy titles. With the esteemed presence of Dr. B K Gupta, Advisor, RK Group, Prof Luxman Prasad, Director R&D, Prof. Ashish Soti, Director of RKGEC and Prof V K Singh, Dean of Academics the celebration touched the peak of enjoyment. During the preparation all faculty members provided their utmost co-operation to make a memorable occurrence.
Industrial Visit to Deki Electronics, Noida
ECE department organized an industrial visit for ECE III year students at Deki Electronics Ghaziabad on 7 September 2013. Deki Electronics manufactures two types of capacitors named inductive & non-inductive type. They are using PLC based automatic M/C for different process of manufacturing. The manufactured capacitors are of Micro-farad range. Student got the knowledge about winding process, heating section, painting section & testing and quality check department and finally the packing section.

Mr Himanshu Tripathi, Co-ordinator, News & Views

RAJ KUMAR GOEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Guest Lecture
Mr. Sanjay Kumar, Deputy Director, Software Technology Park of India (Deity, Ministry of Communication & IT), Noida, delivered a guest lecture on “Working of ISP & Entrepreneurship in Networking” for MCA students as a Resource Person on 5 October 2013. He highlighted the major functioning of ISP with latest technology and also guided students about entrepreneurship in the field of networking.

PPT Competition
For enhancing the presentation and communication skill of students, MCA Department organized a PPT competition on recent topics like – C with Graphic, Scheduling, IPv4 & IPv6 or ATM, Bluetooth & Servlet System, Network Security etc on 28 September 2013 at departmental level. Second Year students Miraj Singh, Jitendra Singh Patel and Gaurav Singh organized this event under the guidance of Dr Kavita Saxena, Principal, MCA and Ms Manjeet Ratan, Convener. The event was judged by Ms Manjeet Ratan, Ms Veena Bharti, Mr Atul Singh Chauhan, Mr Akhilesh Latoria and Ms Rama Chaudhary. Our heartiest congratulations to the winners

1. Ms Apoorva Kesarwani & Ms. Mansi Bhardwaj – Prize
2. Mr Vikas Singh – Prize
3. Mr Sawan Tyagi & Mr. Shivam Gaur – Prize

Mr. Suraj Sinha, Sr. Lecturer, MCA Department, RKGIT

Scholars’ Meet-Marketing competition
RKGIT organized Scholars’ Meet-Marketing competition on the topic “The Current Marketing Environment in India” held on 14 September 2013, an Inter college competition for the students of MBA. 25 students participated for first round in Scholars’ Meet Marketing. In first round scanning was done on the basis of: participants’ theme, PPT presentation and skill of handling the questionnaire session. Winners were:

I Saloni Agarwal, MBA final year
II Ashish Choudhary, MBA final year
III Anshul Choudhary, MBA final year

WEBINAR
RKGIT (MBA students) got an opportunity to attend a Webinar, NHRDN-Kwench virtual Learning Session on AGILITY IN HR on 27 September 2013 by Ms Indu Kapoor, HR Head. All the participants understood the concept of HR in the current scenario. It was a great learning experience for all to become aware of the strategy value for business. In this way concept of productivity, performance management and employee life cycle was explained in detail.

Live Project
RKGIT (MBA students) got an opportunity to participate in a live project for one week with Apostle Technologies Pvt. Ltd from 26 September 2013 to 3 Oct 2013. The project was meant for brand promotion & positioning of a National level competition on Games Development. Six students participated in the live project. It was a great learning experience for all to understand the concept of marketing strategies practically.
Debate Competition
A debate competition was organized for the MBA Student Managers on 28 September 2013. The topic for the debate was "DEVALUATING RUPEE: IMPACT ON ECONOMY". There were teams of two participants, of which one would speak for the motion and the other against it. The students wrangled over the pros and cons that the devaluation causes to the economy. The winners of the competition were:

For the motion
I Priya Anand (MBA I Year)
II Magan Solanki (MBA II Year)

Against the motion
Saloni Agarwal (MBA II Year)
Sarfaraz A. Khan (MBA II Year)

CRICKET TOURNAMENT
A cricket tournament T-10 was organized on 5 October 2013 for the student managers. Two teams were formed of 12 players each. The theme of the tournament was 'Save Trees Save Life', so keeping in mind the theme the tournament was inaugurated with tree plantation by Dr Arvind Singh, Principal, Dr Vibhuti, HOD along with faculty members and student managers. Dr Arvind Singh, Principal honored the Winners with trophy & certificates and appreciated the initiative of the students.

RETAIL BAZAAR
RKGIT-MBA (Corporate Resource Management Council), organized an interactive RETAIL BAZAAR Event on 5 October 2013. The RETAIL BAZAAR was specially designed for the management students with an aim of transforming the theoretical knowledge into practical perspective. The event had the major objective of generating the team spirit and blending the classroom teaching into practical creative ideas. It was an absolute practical session where total number of 7 teams participated from MBA (each team consisting of 5-6 members). During this event the teams were given a task of promoting their concepts/product/services through their Retail outlets. Teams were evaluated on the parameters like: product Differentiation, Punch line, Team coordination, poster/logo and other creative parameters. The workshop was thoroughly enjoyed by all participants.

Dr D R Someshkar, Director, RKGIT, Dr Arvind Singh, Principal, MBA, Dr S C Gupta, Director, Academics, Shri H G Garg, Dean, Academics appreciated the theme of the Retail Bazaar and motivated the enthusiastic participants. The event was successfully co-ordinated by Corporate Resource Management Council. The winners of the workshop were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Team No.</th>
<th>Theme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Team 5</td>
<td>&quot;YADGAR TRAVELS&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Team 3</td>
<td>&quot;STAR LITE SHOES&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Team 7</td>
<td>&quot;PYALI CHAI&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seminar on “ICICI direct financial learning”
RKGIT MBA organised a seminar for the student managers on “ICICI Direct financial learning”. The seminar was about financial market. The guest speakers Mr Govinds, Senior Manager, knowledge management in ICICI direct and Mr Sidhant Dua, Manager in ICICI Direct entitled the students with their in depth knowledge about the financial markets. The guest speakers Mr Govind, talked on the knowledge management in ICICI direct. They introduced the students with the concept of virtual trading known as "Stock Mind ". The duration of stock mind was 24 September - 8 October 2013. The winner would be announced by ICICI Direct very soon.

Mata ka Jagran
Mata ka Jagran was organized at RKGIT on 11 October 2013. The holy function was initiated by MBA & MCA students: Gaurav Dey, Saurabh Goel, Siddharth Mittal, Deepak Chauhan, Rajeev Kumar, Guurav Shukla and Anurag. Vicky Upadhyay and party started the jagran with Mata ka Ahwahn and later bhajans were recited by them. The environment was filled with incense of camphor and devotion all around. Dr DR Someshkar, Dr Arvind Singh, Shri H G Garg and all present enjoyed the religious ceremony. Prasad was distributed to all at the culmination of the jagran.

Ms Nishi Pathak, Co-ordinator, News&Views, RKGIT(MBA)
**Health Camp**
College of pharmaceutical sciences celebrated Pharmacist’s day on 25 September 2013 with theme “proud to be a pharmacist”. This event was declared by Pharmacy Counseling of India (PCI). COPS organized health camp within the campus with various clinical measurement stall as B.P., blood sugar level, blood group, and patient counseling. Students, faculty and staff participated in the health camp. This was following by B. Pharma students, participating in brain teaser and poster presentation competition on this occasion.

* Munendra Mohan Varshney, Co-ordinator, News and Views

**RAJ KUMAR GOEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY FOR WOMEN**

**Workshop on LINUX**
A workshop on LINUX by DUCAT was organized by CS/IT department on 31 August 2013. 150 students of CS and IT attended the workshop. In this workshop students learned about LINUX installation, Shell commands and Kernel Hardware. The workshop was attended by, Ms Kadambr Agarwal, HOD, CS and all the faculty members of CS/IT. This Workshop was co-ordinated by Ms Nidhi Garg.

**Workshop on Information Security & Cyber Forensics**
A workshop on Information Security and cyber forensics by Luicideus, a cyber space company was organized by CS/IT department on 2 September 2013. 100 students of CS and IT attended the workshop. In this workshop students learned to handle cyber crimes, to make fake calls from a cell phone to another having other's identity and about Pro-Rat software. Wokshop was attended by Ms Kadambr Agarwal, HOD, CS and all the faculty members of CS/IT. This Workshop was co-ordinated by Ms Deepali Singhal.

**Electronics Workshop**
Department of Electronics and Communication organized an “Electronics workshop” for 11 and 12 standard students on 11 September 2013. 110 students of JLM Girls Inter College, Muradnagar participated. Students were glad to see different labs of Electronics and Communication. They learned how to create and work on mail IDs. First round was of Quiz on General Awareness, in which students showed their talent and got first, second and third prizes. The convener of the event was Ms Reshu Gupta and all the members of EC department co-ordinated the event with great enthusiasm.

**Workshop on MATLAB**
During mid Septmember-October, a workshop on MATLAB was conducted by Orbit (Society of Electronics & Communication Department) in collaboration with Labsguru. Around 60 students participated in the 35 hour workshop. Students learnt about numerical computation, image processing, signal processing and various tool boxes with GUI. Students were also evaluated at the end of the workshop and certificates were provided to the winners and the participants. The convener for the event was Ms Reshu Gupta, HOD ECE and the workshop was co-ordinated by Mr Parmanand Sharma.

**Distribution of Tablets**
RKGITW became an e-learning campus under the MHRD Program of IIT Bombay & IIT Kharagpur last year. Akash Tablets, for Research purpose were distributed to all the Members of Faculty and staff on 10 October 2013 by the estimable Director Dr Neeta Awasthy. Akash is the invention of IIT Bombay and the tablets were distributed to all the members of all the Remote Centers. This was the result of her effort in attending personally to two workshops in IIT Kharagpur as workshop Co-ordinator in the last one year, each of 5 day duration. One Workshop was on ‘Analog Electronics’ and the other workshop was on ‘Signals and Systems’.

---

**R & D Corner**

---
Solution of the September puzzle

The correct order is CFDABE

It is given that one person came in through door F and second person came in through door A. It means that door A and door F are Entrances. Also, they both left through door B. Hence, door B is Exit.

As Exit and Entrance should alter each other and we know two Entrances, let's assume that the third Entrance is W. Thus, there are 6 possibilities with "_" indicating Exit.

(1) W A F (2) W F A (3) F W A (4) F A W (5) A W F (6) A F W

As door A must be followed by door B or E and none of them lead to the door F, (1) and (6) are not possible.

Also, door D must be the Exit as only door D leads to the door A and door A is the Entrance.

(2) W _ F D A (3) F _ W D A (4) _ F D A W (5) _ D F ED A (6) _ _ F D E A

Only door D and door C lead to the door F. But door D is used. Hence, door C must be the Exit and precede door F. Also, the third Exit is B and the W must be door E.

(2) BEFCD A (3) CFDEB A (4) CFDAB E (5) DACEBF

But only door B leads to door C and both are Exit. Hence, (2) and (5) are not possible. Also, door F does not lead to door B - discard (3). Hence, the possible order is

(4) i.e. CFDABE.

The winner of this puzzle is Mr. Anand Kumar Kushwaha, CSE III Year, RKGIT.

Puzzle of the month

Find the maximum number of divisions you can get out of cutting a circle by 4 straight lines.

Send your answers at
newsandviews@rkgitw.edu.in
latest by 20 November 2013.
Answer will be given in the next issue.
Prizes by lucky draw...

Quote of the month

"God did not create evil. Just as darkness is the absence of light, evil is the absence of God."
— Albert Einstein

The Unforgettable Hero

Lal Bahadur Shastri (born on 2 October 1904) succeeded Jawaharlal Nehru as Prime Minister of India in 1964. Though eclipsed by such stalwarts of the Congress party as Kamaraj (the Kingmaker) and Morarji Desai, Finance Minister in Nehru's government, Shastri emerged as the consensus candidate in the midst of party warfare. He had always been identified with the interests of the working class and peasants since the days of his involvement with the freedom struggle, and now his popularity agree. But his triumph was short-lived: invited in January 1966 by the Russian Premier, Aleksei Kosygin, to Tashkent for a summit with General Muhammad Ayub Khan, President of Pakistan and commander of the nation's armed forces, Shastri suffered a fatal heart attack hours after signing a treaty where India and Pakistan agreed to not meddle in each other's internal affairs and "not to have recourse to force and to settle their disputes through peaceful means. Shastri's body was brought back to India, and a memorial, not far from the national memorial to Mahatma Gandhi, was built to honor him. It says, in fitting testimony to Shastri, "Jai Jawan, Jai Kisan" ("Honor the Soldier, Honor the Farmer")
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